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Chris Hello, everybody. This is Chris Reeder. I’m an attorney in the Husch Blackwell 
Energy & Natural Resources Group. Thank you for joining our webinar today. 
So we’re going to go ahead and get started. I’m very excited to present another 
installment in the New Directions: Renewable Energy and the Transforming 
Environment Webinar Series brought to you by Husch Blackwell and the Texas 
Renewable Energy Industries Alliance. So this will be an hour that will focus, 
on this installment, on the Department of Energy’s study on electricity markets 
and reliability and the subsequent DOE notice of proposed rulemaking 
requesting that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission develop pricing 
mechanisms to pay for base load power generation.  

Before we begin with our presentations, I would like to cover a few 
housekeeping items. At the bottom of your audience console are several 
application icons that you can use during the program today and I’ll go over a 
few of those right now. 

If you have any questions during the webcast, and we would very much 
encourage you to submit those through the question box. Our presentations 
are very much geared towards answering questions, which we’ll do at the very 
end of the presentations today. So we’ll try to answer all of the questions you 
submit during the web cast today. But, if for some reason we need to provide a 
fuller answer or if we run out of time at the end, then we’ll submit an answer to 
you via web mail. 

If you have any technical difficulties, please click on the Help Icon. That’s a 
question mark and it provides information regarding common technical issues. 
A copy of today’s slide deck will be available in the resource list icon. Looks 
like a folder at the bottom of your screen. The program has been approved for 
Texas Continuing Legal Education credit. So, to report your hour in Texas, you 
can click on the CLE Widget at the bottom of the screen and complete those 
questions. 

Finally, we’re going to have a recording of this Webcast and that’ll be available 
starting tomorrow for watching and sharing. And once that becomes available, 
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a link to the recording will be emailed to you along with a certificate of 
attendance.  

Okay. So that’s the logistics and so let me now turn to our presenters. 

Joining us today are Maria Faconti, Christine Tezak and Alison Silverstein. 

Maria is an attorney in Husch Blackwell’s Energy and Natural Resources 
Group and has experience working with administrative law and electric utility 
telecommunications, and water and sewer utilities regulations. And prior to her 
joining Husch Blackwell, she worked as a staff attorney at the Public Utility 
Commission Of Texas. 

Christine is a veteran energy analyst who leads Fairview’s coverage of 
electricity markets, interstate pipelines, energy infrastructure and U.S. 
environmental policy. Her two decades of experience in electric utility and 
natural gas pipeline sectors enable her to craft (inaudible), timely, and 
impactful analyses, particularly as energy environmental issues have 
converged. 

And finally Alison is an independent consultant who works and lectures for 
government and private clients for issues including transmission and 
distribution, system reliability, energy efficiency, demand response, renewable 
energy development, and smart grid.  

And we’re also excited that Alison is joining us today, for many reasons, but 
particularly because she was the principle researcher and author of the recent 
DOE staff report on electric markets and reliability. And Alison has worked both 
at the FERC and the Texas Public Utility Commission. Alison will be leading 
the discussion today. So I’d like to now turn it over to Alison. 

Alison Thank you, Chris and hi ya’ll.  

Okay. We’re getting the technology figured out here. I’m going to open up this 
conversation by walking us through recent events and definitions – what the 
DOE Staff Report said, and where this is all going, and then Christy is going to 
talk about the DOE NOPR and some of its implications and Maria is going to 
talk about what it could mean for ERCOT and some of the ERCOT situations.

So let’s get started. The overall theme here is grid reliability and resiliency. To 
review recent events, you’ll recall that back in April, Secretary Perry sent out a 
memo to the DOE saying lots of coal nuclear plants retired in the last few 
years. This could have terrible implications for grid reliability, give me a study in 
60 days that explains why they are retiring. As we suspect, environmental 
regulations and subsidized resources as the big causes of all of these plant 
closures. Through some bizarre chain of events, they ended up calling me and 
to organize the research and writing on that study and I worked on that for 
much of my summer. In August, the department published what was called the 
staff report on electric markets and reliability. About six weeks after that, the 
Department issued a notice of supposed rulemaking to FERC saying you 
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should adopt a rule subsidizing merchant coal and nuclear plants, which they, 
DOE, continues to refer to as baseload plants. Within organized markets that 
had both capacity and energy and these are plants that do not already have 
state cost and service rulemaking, and plants that have 90 days of fuel supply 
on site. And FERC should adopt this rule that I have attached to my cover letter 
within 60 days. FERC, on, um, put out a call for comments immediately and 
then reply comments on an extraordinarily accelerated time frame and then last 
week the new Chairman, Kevin McIntyre, delayed – sent a letter to DOE saying 
we’d like to delay action on this for 30 days because we need to get two new 
commissioners up to speed and process 1,500 comments and the secretary 
sent back a letter saying oh, okay, BUT we’ll be on the lookout for emergency 
action and we’ll use every power within DOE’s capabilities to address anything 
bad that happened. So FERC has delayed action from, what could have been 
yesterday, to probably January 10th, 2018. But let’s take a couple of 
definitions. The DOE study made it very clear that baseload generation is not a 
class of generators such as coal and nuclear. It’s an operational pattern where 
you run large plants with limited granting for a long stretch of time. In the old 
days natural gas steam plants, nuclear plants and coal plants were operated in 
this fashion because demand – customer demand was boring, minimum loads 
were high; these were expensive assets that needed to be – that were highly 
economic when run for long periods of time but they are not in most cases 
capable of operating doing testable operations like ramping and cycling and 
before most of those coal plants closed, they had then given the changing 
relationship between coal – the price of coal generation and the price of natural 
gas and renewables, most of those coal plants had been back down to operate 
more in the 40/50 percent capacity factor region rather than operating as 
baseload in the 80 to 100 percent. The Department of Energy and the DOE 
NOPR also refer often to premature retirements. The DOE staff reports said 
there is no such thing as premature retirements; premature is in the eye of the 
beholder. If you are a coalminer, if you are the mayor of a town where coal or 
nuclear plant is closing, you think that any retirement is premature. If you’re the 
CEO of a plant that you were getting revenues from and is no longer 
uneconomic, you think it’s premature because you’re not getting cash out of it 
anymore but if you believe in markets then things retire when they’re no longer 
economic and those are not premature but rather right with retirement. 

So to review power plant retirements by year, this is a couple of slides from the 
DOE report. There were a total of 132 gigawatts of plants retired in the – or 
projected to retire between 2002 and 2022. Almost identical amounts of coal 
and natural gas plants retired over that period. Only five gigawatts of nuclear 
retired. Most of these, in fact almost all of these retired because they were 
uneconomic and you will note that most of the natural gas plant retirements 
were steam plants that retired significantly earlier than the coal. Most of the 
coal was associated in 2012 and later and has been attributed by many to be 
related to the advent of stricter environmental regulations. So 2015 was the 
year in which the most coal plants retired and that was associated with the 
maps compliance deadline. You will see on the bottom the bar chart – the pie 
charts are changes in US capacity which is the top row of pies and the bottom 
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for 2002, 2009 and 2016 and thus the capacity and the generation chart 
showing very clearly that the grid has become significantly more diverse in 
terms of both the capacity and the generation that’s over that period of time. So 
why did the power plants – all these power plants retire? There were two root 
causes that seemed to me to drive the whole thing and these are so obvious 
that unfortunately the DOE report did not address them. The first is that 
wholesale electric competition worked and we know that from our experience in 
ERCOT where we started closing coal – primarily natural gas steam plants 
very early on in the early 2000’s because retirement was causing uneconomic 
and inefficient plants to shut down as new stuff came on. Second the coal 
plants that retired were old and inefficient and were not competitive, particularly 
after natural gas went down. Second the nuclear plants that have closed are of 
higher costs and trouble did – from its infraplants that have something broken 
and it’s too expensive to fix. 

Other causes were the low natural gas prices which people started taking 
seriously as a long term trend in 2009 and the flattening demand for electricity 
starting in 2008 and that flattening demand for electricity reflects both structural 
changes in the economy and changes, long term investments in energy 
efficiency as a nation, taking effect and changes in the way we use electricity.

Renewables, those are a factor again that for forces more cycling and ramping 
which old coal and nuclear plants can’t do and environmental regulations – so 
renewables affected the way coal and nuclear plants were able to operate and 
made them even less able to compete and that’s part of why their capacity 
factors went down. And environmental regulations raised the cost on non-
competitive plants and forced retirement deadlines. So a lot of plants that were 
not cost effective to upgrade because they – in terms of environmental 
regulation retrofits, the owners just said I’m not going to retrofit it, I’m going to 
run it until the absolute – take out every kilowatt hour and every cent as 
revenue that I can before I have to shut it down for the (inaudible). 

Wholesale competition works. I’m not going to spend much time on this but this 
shows all of the plants that closed between 2002 and 2016 and if you’re real 
geeks who like snaps, you can spend some time on this but what it will show 
you is that a lot more merchant plants closed a lot earlier than vertically 
integrated electric utility owned plants and a lot more natural gas plants closed 
than other stuff and so later plants that closed for vertically integrated owned – 
vertically integrated electric utility owned plants and coal plants were all closed 
later than the others. 

Last, just a couple of minutes on the impacts of all of this within ERCOT. This 
shows a distribution of capacity and generation within ERCOT in 2002 and 
2016. We have went from 81,000 meg of capacity in 2002 up to 101 in 2016. 
Not so much of an increase in generation over that same period of time but the 
distribution of generation is – the number of generators and the number of 
megawatts is fairly telling. The retirement section which is the middle part of 
the table shows that we had – this is 2016 so it doesn’t reflect the latest 
retirement, mostly – almost entirely dominated by natural gas plants both in 
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terms of the number of generators and the number of megawatts of generation 
that retired. So total ERCOT generation retirements over the 20 – 2002 to 2016 
period were of 13 percent capacity reduction relative to 2002 and 15,534 
megawatts. Today’s ERCOT reserve margin – well as of 2016, the reserve 
margin targeted ERCOT is 13.75 but our actual was in 2016 17.45 percent 
which NERC considers to be a pretty good number and the capacity mix as 
you can tell has become significantly more diverse over that time period as you 
can see in the color chart to the right with a lot of renewables and a lot more 
natural gas generation. This is Texas and we’ve got a lot of natural gas; most 
people aren’t really troubled by that. 

Quick definitions, there’s a liability and resiliency. Most of the motivations of the 
stated motivations of the Secretary of Energy initiatives, they’re about 
protecting grid resiliency and reliability. Reliability has short and long term 
dimensions. Short term is about operational security. Long term is about 
resource adequacy and the need to keep everything in balance. Resiliency in 
contrast is not about operation so much as the ability of the system to absorb, 
survive, restore and quickly recover from major adverse events and this needs 
to consider all kinds of hazards from hurricanes, ice storms, earthquakes, 
plagues of locust, droughts, whatever. You need to consider all of those factors 
in resiliency or not, just pick one disaster that is good for your team like a polar 
vortex for instance. Very importantly resiliency has very different dimensions 
and implications than reliability. 

The problem and the goal is important to our articulate here when we look – 
talk about the Secretary NOPR. The problem that we’re trying to solve is that 
resiliency and reliability for generation are a specific power plant. It’s very 
different than it is for the grid as a whole and that is very different from 
resiliency and reliability from the customer’s perspective. Ninety-nine percent of 
the outages that effect real life customers like you and me. All those attitudes 
come from transmission and distribution failures, not from shortages at the 
generation level or from specific fuel shortages that individual or a fleet of 
plants. In my personal view we can buy an awful lot of transmission and 
distribution improvements and direct economic support for coal mining 
communities and nuclear communities for the billings of dollars that it would 
cost to subsidize uneconomic coal and nuclear plants. 

And now we’re going to go to Christine Tezak, Christy. 

Christine Thank you Alison and thank you all for including me in the conversation today. 
It’s fun to speak with both in Texas; mostly because of the FERC specialist. I 
tend to forgot that a large part of Texas even exists but with it being outside of 
first jurisdiction so it’s the great opportunity to catch up with you all.  

Just a couple quick words about Clearview Energy Partners. We have a lot of 
financial services clients so I don’t get to speak anywhere without saying 
anything I can say today might change tomorrow with good reason so that’s 
that slide. We are a Washington DC based research firm that tries to help 
institutional investors and corporations in the energy space understand how 
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legislation, regulation and politics can impact their businesses and that is how I 
wind up doing a lot of work on the policies over at FERC. We try to help our 
clients understand not only the sort of the continuum of potential outcomes but 
try to handicap them for – to help them with their decision making whether it’s 
buying shares for a couple of days or investing in an asset for a couple of 
decades. We’re analysts we’re not lobbyists so we do not represent corporate 
or partisan interests in any fashion. We focus on US and international energy 
and environmental policy and as Chris said at the open, I follow electricity, 
natural gas and environment or like – what we usually call power pipes and 
pollution. 

So the notes of proposed rulemaking the DOE sent over as Alison explained, 
articulates a pretty straight forward concern that power plants closing is bad 
and they couch that concern by suggesting that there could come a day in 
extreme circumstances where we will be really sorry not to have those plants 
around. The other policy considerations that were not very straightforward 
articulated in the proposal but have bubbled to the top of various comments 
during the proceeding is that there are other issues that we are seeing related 
to the retirement of these plants. These include the localized job losses that 
Alison alluded to. We are already seeing states, specifically New York and 
Illinois establishing individual state programs to compensate nuclear power 
plants in particular. Both states have taken the approach that the social cost of 
carbon is not adequately reflected in the markets in which these plants are 
participating and the states have unilaterally created a subsidy that 
compensates low emission plants, specifically the nuclear plants for 
contributing low GHG power to the grid. The state of Ohio considered affiliate 
purchase power agreements with their coal units back in 2016. That set of 
transactions they sought to do with an existing authorities, however, when 
FERC indicated that the existing market base rate authority did not extend to 
those affiliates, permissions did not extend to those particular arrangements, 
neither company wound up submitting them. 

So why are coal fired and nuclear plants struggling to recover costs in FERC 
jurisdictional wholesale markets? Oversupply is clear. In PJM in particular 
we’re looking at reserve margins in excess of 20 percent with a target of about 
15.8. We just put out a report yesterday that indicates that electricity demand 
nationally is basically flat over 10 years which is an amazing consideration. So 
that’s not just you know – that’s pretty significant when you figure that you do 
have the – you know economic recovery over that period but the load growth 
has been very far behind.  

We appear to have various price formation problems looking at what Maria is 
going to share with us, what’s going on in the mid-Atlantic where I have been 
spending a lot of my time in PJM, are very different than what we are seeing in 
PJM and in Texas. And we have two significant programs in two of these 
restructured markets that were adopted in 2015 after the polar vortex that don’t 
actually begin until mid-2018. That includes New England’s pay for 
performance program and PJM’s capacity performance program, both of which 
are designed to penalize generators who have excessive capacity obligations 
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but do not actually perform in real time. And of course as Alison has explained 
to us, resiliency and reliability are two different things. 

The observation that DOE makes in the NOPR I think is accurate to the extent 
that this is not the first time we have seen a subset of market participants 
suggest that they are not being adequately compensated for all the attributes 
that they provide to the greater – to the power system in general. So in some 
ways this is a – the same old refrain sung by a different group in the chorus. 
The proposal asserts that a 90 day onsite fuel supply provides incremental 
resilience from – and that is definitely an issue hotly debated in the comments 
so far. And the thing that is particularly problematic about what DOE proposed 
in September is that it directs FERC to provide cost of service tariffs to these 
qualifying units through an energy market tariff and in most of the FERC’s 
jurisdictional markets referenced to date, in the energy market all electrons 
have been treated equal and to the extent that the RTOs have tried to provide 
incremental value or differentiation, they have concentrated those efforts in the 
capacity markets and what that has done is that has changed dispatch over 
time as opposed to a cost of service tariff which has the potential to be pretty 
significantly – have a pretty traumatic effect on real time dispatch, particularly 
in PJM very quickly. 

So the way we see FERC’s options, we outline these for our clients this fall. 
When we looked at the comments First Energy submitted some 3600 pages in 
October suggesting that FERC adopt a 15 year contract to all coal and nuclear 
fueled assets and by the way to the extent they had written those assets down 
at all, they should be written back up. So we call that variant go even bigger. 
There was the call to adopt the proposal as written. In general the comments 
that didn’t seek any modification whatsoever were not particularly in our view 
deep or robust. They – I would say that you know they you know – they didn’t 
really say why this solves the problem either and I don’t think those have been 
very helpful to FERC in terms of providing the commission with the support to 
go forward with the NOPR exactly as proposed. With apologies to Lynyrd 
Skynyrd, we called the what the variant that Neil Chatterjee seemed to warmly 
endorse, give me two steps, which was to adopt a cost of service payment in 
the near term. We noodled around with clients maybe a year maybe two, some 
sort of interim program while the commission considered a permanent fix. We 
have what we call modifying keep moving which is to revise and refine the 
NOPR in the current docket. Defining resiliency and potentially start procuring it 
in 2019. The way we see that playing out is that the FERC could provide an 
advance notice of proposed rulemaking, perhaps identifying two or three likely 
mutually exclusive approaches on how to do this; bring out a – units select the 
option that they want to be the NOPR and issue a new NOPR in second 
quarter and potentially finalize a new rule and program for what resiliency 
should be, how organized market should procure and put a program into place 
that would start in 2019. There is a study first act liter variant which is to 
undertake extensive consideration of what is resiliency. This could be a notice 
of inquiry, this could be just a longer – much longer track, extended proceeding 
with revisions to the NOPR at some future date or the just say no variant which 
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we consider to be closing the docket. 

We think that the most likely outcome at this juncture, particularly with the 
arrival of Chairman MacIntrye last week is that we may see the new chairman 
try to bring together votes for the modify and keep moving approach. The just 
say no slash open a new docket and do in a live variant, we think is not where 
DOE would like to see the proceeding go. That is the preferred course that 
Commissioner LaFleur, Commissioner Powelson are said to endorse. Former 
Chairman Chatterjee clearly did not have the enthusiasm his two current – two 
colleagues LaFleur and Powelson to move forward with give me two steps and 
I can’t imagine given where Senator Cantwell comments were on the NOPR 
that Commissioner Glick is wildly enthusiastic about it either. So the way we 
see it these unusual circumstances are likely driving the commission into an 
option to keep moving on the proceeding in a way that reflects that they are 
responsive to DOE’s concern.  

The strange bedfellows that we’ve seen here bringing together law greenhouse 
gas profiled nuclear with high greenhouse gas coal is highly unusual. The short 
timeline has gotten the entire (inaudible)phere into a (inaudible). I think that a 
lot of folks in DC thought that the huge de-change in administration policy 
would leave FERC somewhat undisturbed and I think it’s been a huge 
adjustments, not only to the potential changes in policy but also to the personal 
styles of the different commissioners that have joined; they’re all in place now 
so I think we’ll see another change and adjustment come on.  

The other thing that I think is important to note is that this is a very very broad 
proceeding, notwithstanding the short fuse on it and Alison asked me about the 
comments I make here in my last bullet about market studies are like noses. 
There is a lot of information that has been contributed to this docket. There’s a 
lot of criticism saying that resiliency isn’t adequately defined. There is a lot of 
criticism saying that there’s no problem here. There is conflicting information 
from PJM itself which has a robust reserve margin, heralds the efficacy of its 
competitive market while on the other hand proposing significant changes to its 
price formation that it’s struggling to gain enthusiasm for among its 
stakeholders. And these market studies are like noses, tells me that if the 
commission wants to go a particular direction, there is probably some 
information that’s in the docket at this point that they can rely on. And when 
folks run around DC saying well if we don’t like the rule we’re just going to sue 
and get rid of it, I have some caution there because I can tell you and we can 
maybe leave this for Q&A, there’s been several occasions where the DC circuit 
has been quite deferential to FERC when it comes to making calls on important 
things like reliability and especially something amorphous like resiliency that if 
there is information in the docket that they can rely on and they can give 
greater weight to in their expert discretion notwithstanding a lot of comments to 
the contrary in the docket, I would just remind folks that it’s not a popularity 
contest or an election and expert agencies’ opinions matters so it’s something 
that is – that is a bit – I think is worth the importance that folks are putting on it. 
Looking ahead I think it’s important to consider that even if LaFleur, Powelson 
and Glick would like to shelf this whole mess and move on, I think that the 
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administration’s enthusiasm and concern about coal, in particular the coal 
industry has been a metaphor for folks who have considered themselves to be 
on the wrong side of Obama administration policies and that is a priority to the 
president so I think that doing something for coal is important to the 
administration and there’s a lot of pressure on the new appointees to recognize 
that. The administration also favors nuclear which is great given its (inaudible) 
imaging profile so there’s been a lot of discussion  in Washington that has 
been fostered by the nuclear energy institute pointing out the role that a healthy 
commercial sector plays in the security of the US and nuclear fuel cycle. And 
that’s also been well received by the administration. 

So even if LaFleur, Powelson and Glick would perhaps like to shelf this, 
altogether close the docket and do a NOI, we’re just not sure that that is going 
to control the day because the chairman does set the agenda and it – I do think 
that Kevin MacIntrye has the opportunity to advance a third option – no secret, 
we think it’s modify it and keep moving and persuade at least two more 
commissioners to endorse it and I think that that is – that is something that is 
feasible if it is a revised rulemaking, that’s not a final rulemaking yet and so I 
think that’s an option. The implications are non-trivial. Near term changes to 
fossil fuel and nuclear dispatch could destroy up to 2 BCF of natural gas 
demand in PJM alone. That would be the extreme scenario of significant cost 
of service compensation being extended relatively quickly which we don’t think 
is highly likely but this is real money and this is why people are so visibly upset. 
Potential standby compensation may not create the same changes in 
economic dispatch but it will certainly raise prices for customers. The impact of 
that broadly will depend on the number of units and protective level of 
payments and the retention of units that would otherwise retire of course limits 
growth for everybody else, particularly in a market where our pie is shrinking 
and not growing anymore as load continues to remain flat. 

Our current forecasts, we see low odds of the NOPR being adopted as written 
or in the go even bigger context. We also see low odds for rejects the NOPR 
altogether and closes the docket. And closing the docket I think is pretty 
significant because that would be FERC saying to Rick Perry, thanks but no 
thanks in a very public way and I think that the new chairman is going to try 
and find some other avenue to walk that walk. A very slow walk doesn’t appear 
responsive to DOE’s concerns. It’s also probably not going to provide much 
help financially to the – to couleur nuclear units that seek it. We don’t see the 
votes for the interim solutions as folks familiar with our work know and that’s 
why – issuing a revised NOPR or embarking on the a NOPR process allows 
them to address DOE’s concerns but on the commission’s terms and probably 
provides the most politically elegant solution. So I’ll leave that there and we’ll 
turn it over to Maria. 

Maria Hi as Chris stated earlier my name’s Maria Faconti and I’m an attorney here at 
Husch Blackwell. Before I begin my presentation, I just wanted to disclose that 
our firm has consulted with several parties to have purchased (inaudible) 
Texas proceedings so with that my presentation will focus more on ERCOT 
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and the ERCOT grid reliability and resiliency.  

So the question is how will the federal discussion impact Texas. Though 
interesting and possibly instructive, the federal level discussion has little to no 
impact on Texas. It might be discussed at the commission and possibly during 
the next legislative session but at this time the commission is focused on its 
own proceedings. So one of the reasons that the federal discussion will be 
pretty much just instructive to the PC is that we have the Electric Reliability 
Council of Texas or ERCOT and that serves as independent system operator 
that manages the flow of electricity for the majority of Texans. ERCOT services 
approximately 90 percent of the Texas electric load and if you look at the 
slides, the picture – all of the red is ERCOT and then what appears in green 
would be FUP, orange is MYSO and then the darker orange is the western 
interconnect. The areas in red that’s ERCOT. That’s where FERC has little to 
no jurisdiction. So because ERCOT – because the ERCOT grid is confined to 
Texas and not sequentially connected to the rest of the US power, the 
transmission of power was in ERCOT’s region, is generally not subject to 
FERC’s jurisdiction. This is why the FERC NOPR will likely be at most 
instructive. Instead you have the Public Utility Commission of Texas which 
regulates ERCOT. 

So the FERC NOPR has not been much discussed at the commission, the 
commission is trying to address similar issues and has been for the past six 
months. So Calpine and NRG’s concerns regarding price formations, 
sponsored a report called the Priorities for the Evolution of an Energy Only 
Electric Market Design in ERCOT. This was prepared by FTI Consulting and 
has been referred to as the FTI report. Calpine has stated that their concerns 
came from obvious issues in the lower Rio Grande Valley. Calpine owns two 
units in the lower Rio Grande Valley. They have Magic Valley Energy and the 
Hidalgo Energy Center. They’ve stated that over the last few years Calpine has 
been unable to schedule and perform maintenance on Magic Valley and 
Hidalgo because ERCOT has been making it essential for reliability in the 
lower Rio Grande Valley. The system operator has committed Magic Valley 
and Hidalgo out of market eight times since October of 2016 for various 
reliability purposes yet in each instance the power price has not signaled that 
there is a reliability issue. From NRG’s prospective, the motivation for the 
report was furred by lingering concerns over inaccuracies and price formations 
and influences by out of market policies. They have significant generation in 
Houston which is considered to be a load pocket in the state. 

The basic argument of the report is that lingering price formation deficiencies 
and influence of policies external to market design has effected the 
performance of the wholesale market and a tendered market outcomes and 
proper price formation. Market design improvements must be made to insure 
that price formation in the ERCOT energy only market drives the right choices 
by market participants to invest in generation repowering equipment 
maintenance, demand response and innovative retail products in the right 
locations. The concern is that prices are not compensating for location and the 
reliability benefits the unit provides. As was stated in the last presentation, this 
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is very familiar to the NOPR that has concerns that the market does not 
necessarily pay generators for all the action they provide. 

As I stated previously this discussion has been going on for approximately six 
months now. On this slide you can see the PUC timeline events where in May 
you have the FTR report being filed at the PUC. The commission immediately 
discussed the report at the open meeting and directed the PUC staff to open a 
new project, file the report and communicate with the commission offices to 
determine the next steps.  

Then on May 22nd you had the agency open project 47199 which is now the 
project to assess price formation rules in ERCOT’s energy only market. This 
project was open to evaluate price formation and the recommendations made 
in the FTR report.  

Following that in July you had ERCOT filing comments concerning the FTR 
reports and then in August you had the first commission line workshop where 
the commissioners were actually in attendance. 

Late September you had the IMM or the independent market monitor filing 
comments consuming their report and their recommendations and on 
September 19th you had interested parties file their alternative proposals. 

Then on October 12th you saw First Solar Inc., Vistra Energy Corp and the 
Wind Coalition file a copy of their Impacts of Marginal Loss Implementation in 
ERCOT which was connected by the Brattle Group. This was directly in 
response to one of the FTI reports’ recommendations to implement marginal 
loss pricing within ERCOT. 

One October 13th you had the second commission led workshop. This 
workshop the commissioners were not in attendance and subsequent to that 
on October 27th, the commission issued a request for comments such as – 
seven questions for interested parties to answer. Those comments were due 
December 1 and reply comments will be due between December 22 and 
December 27 because of the holiday. 

So you might ask why so much time has been spent on the issue. Well the 
reason is that parties are arguing that they’re warning signs in the ERCOT 
market indicating that there are issues with ERCOT’s price formation. Over the 
last few years ERCOT was projected to have ample reserves. With the recent 
retirements there is fear that the ERCOT reserve will dip below 13.75 percent 
which is ERCOT’s planning reserve margin. Some parts it took – and the 
docket has even argued that reserves will likely fall below 10 percent by 
summer 2018. ERCOT is planning on filing a report on capacity but that won’t 
come out until early next week. 

So approximately 2 gigawatts of planning generation that was expected to be 
available for summer 2018 has been cancelled or delayed. This is one of the 
reasons why participants argued that reserves will fall below 10 percent in 
summer 2018. You’ve also seen over 4 gigawatts of generation having 
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announced retirement since May of 2017. You have (inaudible) who’s 
announced the retirement of three large Texas coal plants which total about 
4,100 megawatts of capacity. This is to be retired before the end of the first 
quarter of 2018. That includes the Sandow Power Plants, Big Brown Power 
Plant and the Monticello Power Plant.  

Collin Energy has also announced it will retire the 300 megawatt unit 1 as the 
Barney Davis Gas Fired Plant and the City of Garland has announced it would 
close two gas fired plants with a combined capacity of 118 megawatts at its 
Spencer plant.  All of this has spurred increased concern with the price 
formation in the ERCOT market and there’s also increased concern because of 
the use of out of market actions for reliability.  

In 2016 you saw 1,514 unit hours which reliability unit commit instruction which 
has tripled the amount from 2015. Then you have the total number of unit 
hours with RUC instruction so that’s reliability unit commit instructions. In 2016 
per system capacity requirements was 33 and this is up from the 8 hours – 8 
unit hours in 2015. Additionally for the first time since 2011 ERCOT has placed 
an unit under a liability must run agreement which is an agreement between 
the facility and ERCOT whereby ERCOT is requiring the facility to dispel 
(inaudible) despite the company’s desire to take the unit offline. 

So on this slide you can see ERCOT capacity by fuel types. If you look at it, I 
know it’s probably hard to read but the beginning of the chart is November 
2014 with the end of the chart being November 2017. When you look at the 
chart you can see an increase in solar development, a decrease in natural gas 
development, steady wind development but overall an increase in intermittent 
resources which is the type of resource that the report – the FTR report has 
been focusing on. And to break that down a little bit more this slide shows the 
projected resource additions for solar and this is also one of the reasons why 
parties are so active in the docket or in the project and that’s because as this 
graph shows, there’s a significant projected increase of solar development 
within ERCOT between 2017 and 2020. In addition this chart shows a 
projected resource increase in wind so in 2019 the projection of upwards of 
28,758 megawatts of wind being added to the ERCOT market. 

This slide shows that there has been a vast increase in wind as the percentage 
of ERCOT capacity since 2002.  

So the question is why is all of this – and resources – why are all of these 
resources causing problems or perceive issues? So the perceived issues of 
price formation, their price signals are not sufficient to result in proper 
generation being sighted in the efficient locations. That is one of the main 
points that the FTR report is making. In addition you have skyrocketing 
transmission costs. The costs average about 1.1 billion for year of 2011 
through 2017 which excludes the 7 billion for (inaudible) and in 2018 through 
2020 this is projected to be increased to 1.2 billion per year. And then when 
you look at that slide, you can also see that with all this increase in 
transmission construction, you have the average annual real time energy 
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market prices by them dropping and they have dropped significantly since 
2011. 

The concern is that over time ERCOT will see an increase reliance on 
intermittent resources that will result in more RUC instructions and RMAR 
contracts and this is because intermittent resources cannot provide reliable 
service like voltage support and primary frequency response. In addition you 
have increased instances of DR’s negative pricing in ERCOT. This arguably 
means that units are not being compensated for the reliability services they 
provide. So the fear is that all of this will get worse as more and more 
intermittent resources get placed onto the system. There will be increased 
instances of zero and negative pricing; will result in more retirements of 
resources that can provide reliability functions. You also have increased use of 
transmission as a solution for a congestion and inadequate resources in parts 
of the state. You will see more units being forced to forego maintenance 
because they’re deemed necessary for reliability as was the case that I 
previously – we discussed in the Lower Rio Grande Valley for Calpine. And 
then this will all result in inadequate reserves. 

So the report has asked for several requested market changes. One of the 
main changes is the implementation of marginal loss pricing. The argument is 
that efficient – the efficiency of region wide prices in ERCOT is distorted by the 
emission of the marginal cost of transmission loss is from ERCOT’s energy 
market dispatch in pricing. There are currently insufficient market signals to site 
more efficiently or closer to load.  This is one of the main goals of the 
implementation of the nodel(?) market that has not been experienced in 
ERCOT. In addition there’s request to increase the mitigated offer cap for RUC 
and RMAR resources to be more reflective of the reliability action. The 
argument is that prices should reflect the reliability contribution or economic 
value of the commitment. So if you remember these RUC and RMAR 
resources are being committed when ERCOT says those resources are 
needed for reliability yet also when prices don’t demonstrate that those units 
are necessary. 

Parties are also asking for refinements to the operating reserve demand curve 
or OREC. They want to remove RUC and RMAR capacity from the OREC 
calculation. A reserve needs to determine scarcity pricing. The argument is that 
the capacity for the RUC resources inflates online reserves in the OREC 
calculation and scarcing prices per OREC are therefore suppressed. They’ve 
also asked for an adjustment to loss of load probability. This would be shifting 
or increasing the standard deviations to insure that scarcity prices better reflect 
the risk of higher reserve variability. They’ve also asked for real – for the 
adoption of real time (inaudible)mization combined with a local reserve product. 
The argument is this is necessary to encourage generation so it’s closer to 
load. In addition the FTR report asks for adjustments to transmission planning 
and cost recovery, however the commission has decided not to consider those 
proposals in project 4711 – 47199 but will consider them in a different project.
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And I think now we are open to questions. 

Alison This is Alison, I’m going to open with one question for Christy and Maria. Even 
though – and then we’re going to try to figure out how to read the little tiny type 
on the computer to see what questions you all are asking. Do you see any – 
given that FERC does not – its rules do not apply within ERCOT they are 
nonetheless influential and do either Maria or Christy, either of you anticipate – 
have any thoughts on if in fact FERC goes with the modified but um thanks 
we’re going to take your ideas and extend them somewhat – DOE through the 
modify and extend option that Christy talked about. What do you think – does 
that have any implications for here in ERCOT for what the PUC does or how 
the parties here change their positions? 

Christine Well for what it’s worth we did have one of our clients call and ask that 
question which was – well we know we’re not really jurisdictional to FERC but if 
it looks like PJM adopts something significant and at the time we were talking 
about PJM’s proposal and price formation which we think is an issue that 
FERC is likely to consider, we’re just not convinced they will consider PJM’s 
price formation – proposal as an answer to the DOE’s question but it is 
important certainly that things that happen in PJM in particular are often 
evaluated by other organized markets for applicability and desirability so I 
would certainly say whether or not the PUCT is looking at it is one thing but I 
will tell you that market participants are aware of what’s going on and are 
concerned about potential adverse impact. 

Maria And I’ll add on to that. So among the commissioners at the PUCT, they 
traditionally don’t like to follow in FERC’s footsteps, they like to – they like to 
reiterate the fact that they are separate from FERC and they do have 
jurisdiction over ERCOT. With that being said, my belief is that if FERC acts in 
a way that recognizes that price formation and the same issues that are being 
experienced in Texas, that they need to solve for that, I do think that the 
commission and actually particularly the legislate tours will look at that and 
might be more willing to act. However with that being said as stated previously 
the ERCOT project who’s lasted for six months – much longer than the DOE, 
discussion and I think that’s going to continue to be the avenue that the 
commission will go down. 

Alison Okay thanks. So there’s a question here from one of our listeners or 
participants – I don’t know what the noun is here. If plants retired due to 
markets are not prematurely retired, how would you describe plants close prior 
to original planned debt retirement? I would describe those as competition 
roadkill and we saw that extensively within ERCOT and we have seen in other 
markets where plants that couldn’t compete had to retire early and that’s part of 
the deal of transferring (inaudible) and rate payers to shareholders cause that’s 
the bargain that we all took on when we agreed to go to competition. 

The next part of this question is should – it’s a little tiny box – should regulated 
utilities be required to shorten debt repayment terms to less than the typical 
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useful life of the plant. I don’t know why that would follow since regulated 
utilities are regulated and they have the ability to there not taking on the same 
level of risks that generate – that merchant generators are.  

Are rate payers and early years paying for plant offsets that rate payers after 
debt is paid are benefiting from? And the answer is yes they are and we have 
always had that time and equity existing in society as a whole for us as 
taxpayers as well as for rate payers for regulated utility and that’s also 
something that we have never found a way to get around. It’s a societal and 
generational inequity and that’s part of our deal. 

Are there any other questions that some of you would like to ask or that you 
would like to ask each other? 

Christine There’s another one here that I can take care of really quick. Do we expect 
FERC to take the full time up to January 10th to issue something and do you 
expect them to hold an open meeting to discuss it? Well there is an open 
meeting scheduled for the 21st so it is possible that there may be some 
commentary but I wouldn’t be surprised if there’s not. One of the things that 
frustrated folks inside and out of FERC was the conversations that were taking 
place outside the rulemaking forum and outside of internal deliberations at the 
commissioner level. So I would not be surprised if they’re quiet between now 
and January 10th. I hope they take up to January 10th. I think it is probably 
pretty likely they will take the full time since they have it and I think that to the 
extent that they have public meetings, I would expect any public meetings just 
follow the release of what they do on January 10th versus preceded at this 
point. I think it’s time for the – the commission may huddle together and see if 
they can rebuild some (inaudible) old bridges and come to consensus. I don’t 
know Alison if you have any thoughts there. 

Alison I think you covered it well thank you. We are just about out of time so I’m going 
to throw it back to Chris. So on behalf of Maria and Christine and myself, thank 
you all for participating and letting us share our views with you, Chris over to 
you. 

Chris Okay thanks a lot Alison. Really great program today. I hope everybody 
enjoyed it and got something out of it. Thanks for joining us. We hope it was 
helpful to you and your organization. If you haven’t done so, please click on the 
survey icon at the bottom of your screen to complete our short survey; it is very 
short. We use that feedback to provide programs in the future, other quality 
type programs such as this. And on that point within TREIA we’ve been talking 
about whether to extend this webinar series into next year. I think we – to 
summarize that discussion would like to do so and so hopefully soon we’ll have 
an announcement and we’ll have another great series of webinars going 
forward in 2018. So let me get back to the logistics. Just to remind everybody 
the program has been approved for Texas continuing legal education credit 
and you can click on the CLE button. A recording of the webcast is available 
tomorrow for watching and sharing and once available a link will be emailed to 
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you and a certificate of attendance. So on behalf of Christine and Alison and 
Maria and Husch Blackwell and TREIA, thanks again for joining us and that’s 
the end of the webinar. Have a great day. 

 END OF RECORDING 

 


